McCarthy Blasts Senate, U.S. Policy At Campus Visit

UC got its first taste of major political action, Friday afternoon at the University of Cincinnati when Democratic presidential hopeful Eugene McCarthy addressed an enthusiastic crowd of 4,000 in the Armory Fieldhouse in support of Senatorial candidate John Gilligan.

The afternoon program, designed to help rally support for the financially-sagging Gilligan campaign, featured, in addition to McCarthy, a surprise visit from folk singer group Peter, Paul, and Mary, who had worked on behalf of McCarthy’s campaign prior to the Chicago Democratic Convention.

Following introductory remarks, the singing group got the rally off to a hand-clapping, singing start as they rocked the Fieldhouse with “The Times, They Are A-Change,” as Paul reminded the young crowd that “The McCarthy candidacy was clearly not a defeat, it was a victory and it continues.”

Paul added that the “object now is not a revolution, but a new politics, a politics of individual participation. This is the crux and the core of the America we love.”

The singers inspired the audience as they sang “All Along the Watchtower,” and “The Times They Are A-Changing” as Paul reminded the young crowd that “The McCarthy candidacy was clearly a victory and it continues.”

Paul added that the “object of this afternoon program, designed to help rally support for the financially-sagging Gilligan campaign, was to bring the spirit of the McCarthy campaign, featured, in addition to McCarthy, a surprise visit from folk singer group Peter, Paul, and Mary, who had worked on behalf of McCarthy’s campaign prior to the Chicago Democratic Convention.”

The afternoon program, designed to help rally support for the financially-sagging Gilligan campaign, featured, in addition to McCarthy, a surprise visit from folk singer group Peter, Paul, and Mary, who had worked on behalf of McCarthy’s campaign prior to the Chicago Democratic Convention.
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The afternoon program, designed to help rally support for the financially-sagging Gilligan campaign, featured, in addition to McCarthy, a surprise visit from folk singer group Peter, Paul, and Mary, who had worked on behalf of McCarthy’s campaign prior to the Chicago Democratic Convention.
CCM Prof Returns Home To Find Musical, Art Treasures Capered Away

Mystery vans have been terrorizing respectable homes in quite unusual ways. Last Friday, they raided the home of Mr. Arthur Bowen, a popular CCM faculty member, with a unique set-up.

Between 2-3:00 on a Friday afternoon, a van pulled up to Mr. Bowen's 20 acre estate in Anderson township. Seeing no one at home, several men broke into the front door and began stealing the art and music treasures. Picking up a color TV, art works, two valuable antique cellos, a viola da gamba, a Spanish American War rifle, two sets of golf clubs, and a grand piano, they radioed with walkie-talkie units their contacts outside that they were leaving and packed their van. Instantly the crew whisked away without any apparent recognition.

Mr. Bowen, a cello teacher with the Conservatory since 1937, said that the police investigation revealed no fingerprints other than the Bowen's. The only flaw in the thief's set-up was the overlooking of five cello bows. The "professionals" have also raided neighboring homes, stealing, for example, furniture from a new apartment.

Although the robbers took his most valuable instruments, Mr. Bowen, who is in the Dayton Symphony and was formerly principal cellist with the Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra, had a cello in his CCM studio to use. One cello stolen had come from Germany, the other coming from the royal Danish family. He would greatly appreciate it if anyone hearing of these cellos being offered for sale would contact him. He is in Studio 319 or 300 at the Conservatory.

Ellyard Ignites Spirit

"I was a liaison between the Yippies, and the police as well as running the doomed McCarthy headquarters at the hotel," Dr. Ellyard told the NR. Ellyard also told of the "terrible acts of police brutality", "they (the police) were dragging people out of their rooms and beating them in the halls." Dr. Ellyard is the host of the notorious fifteenth floor "blitz" party, where beer cans of urine were supposedly dropped from the windows on the fifteenth floor. "Nothing," he said, "went out the windows at the party. I should know, because it was my suite and my party."

"It was all a hoax," he said. "The (police) came in and staged Raids and beatings, for the press, but they never, even arrested anyone. It was just a show."

Dr. Ellyard was also responsible for the organization of an infirmary for those injured by the police during the skirmish.

At Friday's rally, Dr. Ellyard spoke briefly of uniting the party and how important the single vote is in the current election. He spoke glowingly of John Gilligan. He said, "Gilligan is such a national figure these days that when he appears with Humphrey, he gets the top billing."

He answered questions from the crowd. Dr. Ellyard was asked why councilman Gilligan supported Kennedy instead of McCarthy at the convention. Ellyard answered that "the Ohio delegation was already committed," and that "Gilligan needed the support of labor and business in his own campaign that only the Kennedy name could give him."

SEE AND HEAR

MAYOR JOHN LINSAY

October 24th
5th and Race Streets
12:00 P.M.

Buses will leave from University Avenue in front of the fieldhouse promptly at 11:15 on October 24. Round trip tickets will cost 25c and tickets will be sold at various points in the Tangeman University Center Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday.

Political Advertisement issued by: Taft for Congress, Carl Rubin, Campaign Manager 2980
C o m p l a i n t s, q u e s t i o n s? s u g g e s t i o n s? W r i t e B R I A N
Z A K E M ' S D I R E C T L I N E, 1 0 4 0
Towanda Terrace, Cincinnati, Ohio 45216. Include name and
college or university position. This information will be withheld
if desired.

Q. "I have heard about Dr.
Lipsich's Undergraduate Advisory
Council. What is its purpose and
how can I make suggestions?"
Interested A & S Student '70

The following communication was addressed to all faculty
members of the university.

Dear Colleague: In the short
time I have held my present position I have been
increasingly aware of the growing
number of both developments and
problems in undergraduate
education. I have come to feel
very strongly that some
mechanism is needed for the
presentation and discussion of these problems. The enclosed
document describes such a mechanism. I have high hopes for
the work of this council. I ask your cooperation in making it
suitable. Sincerely, Dr. H. D.
Lipsich, Vice Provost for
Undergraduate Studies.

F r o m t h e O f f i c i a l
Undergraduate Advisory Council
pamphlet: "The present
educational scene at the University of Cincinnati displays,
among others, the following characteristics.

1. As a result of many years of
continuing effort we can point to
our position as a genuine
educational situation in which we
are increasingly aware of the growing
need for a mechanism. These run the
full gamut all the way from the
introduction of honors sections of
mammouth size. Attention is being
paid to the use of new devices
appropriate to the new
educational situation in which we
find ourselves.

2. The University as a whole is
making a genuine, understandable
thrust toward greater excellence
in the graduate area. This thrust is
in response to the educational
needs of the community, the
state, and the nation and is
evidence of our expanding
importance vis-a-vis the
educational plans of the State of
Ohio. It is necessary however,
while we are going forward in
graduate education that we make
a similar thrust in undergraduate
education in order to maintain
and improve excellence in this
area.

3. In response to new needs, the
faculty has begun to experiment
with newer teaching techniques
and materials. These run the
full gamut all the way from the
introduction of honors sections of
large classes made up of fellow students
in many colleges other than their
own. This latter fact is true
even more so on the lower division
level.

4. Here, as in other institutions,
there is a growing desire on the
part of students to participate in
the making of academic decisions
which directly affect them. This
can be looked upon as a
manifestation of the health of the
organization and a desire to maintain
the essential unity of the
University as an institution.

In the light of the above and
similar developments, it is
recommended that we form an
undergraduate council, advisory
to the Vice Provost for
Undergraduate Studies. This
council would serve as a forum for
discussion of all academic matters
affecting undergraduate
education, from grading systems
to the advantages or disadvantages
of large vs. small classes. This
council is envisioned as a free
kinds of committee, encouraged
to roam over the
entire undergraduate.

It is recommended that the
council be constituted in the
following manner.

a. Each baccalaureate college,
except the exception of the Arts &
Sciences College, shall have one
council representative, elected
by the faculty. Because of its size and
the magnitude of services
rendered to sister colleges, the
Arts & Sciences College shall have
two representatives, elected by
its faculty.

b. The faculty representatives
shall serve for a term of two years
No faculty representative may
serve for two consecutive terms.
(And will need to provide a
representation on a staggered
basis.)

c. Each baccalaureate college
shall have one student
representative, elected in a
manner to be determined by the
appropriate college tribunal.
d. Student representatives shall
serve for a term of one year and any
additional term.
e. The Vice Provost for
Undergraduate Studies will chair
the council.

S h e a f f e r ' s b i g d e a l g e t s y o u t h r o u g h
30 term papers, 3 book reports, 17 exams,
52 quizzes and 6 months of homework.

Sheaffer's big deal means you can
write twice as long. Because you can
get the long-writing Sheaffer dollar
ballpoint plus an extra long-writing
49¢ refill free. All for just a dollar.

The world's longest writing dollar ballpoint pen S H E A F F E R

So brilliant, so beautiful and so perfect... Every Keepsake
diamond is cut by experts to reflect maximum beauty and
brilliance. When you're looking for the ultimate gift, look for
the name "Keepsake" in the ring and on the tag.

WASSERMAN
JEWELERS

605 Race Street • Cincinnati • Phone 621-0704
To Each His Own

It’s with great interest that we’re watching the parade of notables who have come, or will be coming shortly, Cleveland from such illustrious instances as UC’s campus, Senator McCarthy last Friday, Richard Nixon last night, Mayor Lindsay of New York on Thursday, George Wallace on Saturday, and many others. As a matter of fact, Carl Stokes in a couple of weeks all included Cincinnati on their itinerary.

It’s certain that the Queen City plays host to so many luminaries of this sort in such a condensed period of time. And it’s not only that students get to avail themselves of the opportunity to hear differing points of view on key issues of the day. Students get to indulge in these lectures from men such as these.

Some of these men, will bore their audiences with political rhetoric, while others will try to excite their listeners. What, I wonder, for whatever reason for being in town, though these, these men have one thing in common. They all have something worthwhile to say; they are all worth listening to. They will say something different from our own without listening to them ‘speak their minds’, no one ever did himself permanent harm by thinking. It becomes very apparent that the true humanists this country are in reality saying. We hope that each and every student takes advantage of the political experiment unpreceilted in this country and its advocates. The purpose is to reach the young voters by change in a revolutionary form of government, the black American people by demonstrating the need for more human relations between nations. It is and has been used to present the wind; finally I had never met Mr. Taft and am constantly being castigated by those who today demand reparations to the Black Americans who have been upheld by millions of people of Cincinnati. I stopped by the house and spent some time talking with the Congressman and his campaign manager, Mr. Carl Rubin. Bob’s Place is a coffee house located in Mt. Adams and is a political experiment unpreceilted in local Cincinnati politics and certainly not a common scene in national politics. The purpose is to reach the young voters by change in a revolutionary form of government, the-black American people by demonstrating the need for more human relations between nations. It is and has been used to present the American creed should be applied all the time.

Bears For Sale

The U.S. Olympic Committee appointed Jack Reinhart, a Black Olympic team member. The heart-rending, yet very inspiring story of John Carlos and John Carlos to portray the plight of Black Americans has been told at the world has been termed by the Olympic Committee as “humiliating.” It has been called a “Black Power Protest” by Jack Green. Mr. Taft, the Director of Ohio is making a revolutionary political move and the people of Cincinnati. I stopped by the house and spent some time talking with the Congressman and his campaign manager, Mr. Carl Rubin. Bob’s Place is a coffee house located in Mt. Adams and is a political experiment unpreceilted in local Cincinnati politics and certainly not a common scene in national politics. The purpose is to reach the young voters by change in a revolutionary form of government, the black American people by demonstrating the need for more human relations between nations. It is and has been used to present the American creed should be applied all the time.

Cincinnati, and in some instances to DC’s campus. Senator luminaries or this sort in such a condensed period of time. The day from men such as these.

The U.S. Olympic Committee appointed John Carlos and John Carlos to portray the plight of Black Americans has been termed by the Olympic Committee as "humiliating." It has been called a "Black Power Protest" by Jack Green. Mr. Taft, the Director of Ohio is making a revolutionary political move and the people of Cincinnati. I stopped by the house and spent some time talking with the Congressman and his campaign manager, Mr. Carl Rubin. Bob’s Place is a coffee house located in Mt. Adams and is a political experiment unpreceilted in local Cincinnati politics and certainly not a common scene in national politics. The purpose is to reach the young voters by change in a revolutionary form of government, the black American people by demonstrating the need for more human relations between nations. It is and has been used to present the American creed should be applied all the time.

Clinton Hewan
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Youth Want To Communicate

(continued from page 4) said that she thought he was great for doing this. He explained to us that we were trying to do is establish a means of communication between young people on their own grounds. We have been putting on entertainment every night which creates a new atmosphere which is what we want.

"The young people of America have clearly indicated that they want in on the politics of this country and this experiment will give them the opportunity to do something other than complain. This will be the means by which young people can explain their point of view in their own manner and environment. On the nights when I can't be here a purpose will still be served because it will, hopefully, be a gathering place where young people can exchange ideas. We are very optimistic about the coffee house because it is a new concept, unproven as yet, but as I understand it, the big idea is to give them the opportunity to do something other than complain. Anyone with a thing to say."

"We Shall Overcome," the battle hymn of the oppressed, is evident along with the draft advertisement of Uncle Sam explaining: "Want You?" the "T" is significant. Humphrey Bogart is leaning over a crap game saying, "Taft, 9-1 in the third," and Ronald Reagan is seen sitting proudly atop a horse in his former role as "cowboy." "Send Joe Pyne to College" and Martin Brandt on his motorcycle grumbling, "Bob Who?" are also on the walls. The best, in a poster of the bodies of Clyde, Bonnie, and C.W. hunting against their car, shotguns cabled in their arms with the faces of LBJ, Lady Bird, and HHH, respectively dubbed in, the caption reads, "Make Love, Not War."

My first thought was the question of whether or not this is sincere. Is it a superficial gimmick to get publicity, another cheap political trick? Or does Bob Taft seriously feel the same amount of dissatisfaction as the young people and does he really want to integrate young ideas into his Republican way of life?"

M. Rubin said: "Bob has had the reputation of being the hurt line Republican conservative because of his family name and the Republican power behind him. Actually his father introduced some of the earliest Public Housing Legislation into Congress. He was 40 years ahead of his time when he introduced Federal Aid to Education and established many liberal policies which Bob continued and carried on along. It almost seems as if people refuse to release the conservative image and admit that on many points, he is very liberal. A lot of people will come up here and ask the questions that they want answered, and will find out for themselves personally. We think this is outstanding. Whether it is a legitimate, long-awaited move or not, Congressman Taft must be congratulated and thanked by the young people of Cincinnati not only for publicly recognizing the significance of our opinions, but especially for giving us the opportunity to express them personally.

I met my Congressman this weekend and talked to him for 45 minutes. Have you? Bob's Place, 1031 Saint Gregory St., Mt. Adams.

ACHIEVE SUCCESS - THROUGH SCIENCE OF MIND AND MEDITATION.

attend the

CLIFTON CHURCH OF RELIGIOUS SCIENCE

2535 Jeffrey Ave.

SUN. MORN. WORSHIP 11:00 A.M.

Consultation by Appointment For further information and other activities PHONE 281-0371 or 281-9900.

What can the engineering math or physics grad do about EXPOSURE

consider a career start as an ENGINEERING ANALYST IN TECHNICAL COMPUTING with Ashland Oil and Refining Co. — a 44 year old, rapidly growing petroleum company (sales of over $1 billion) with major diversification into chemicals, plastics, synthetics and many other industrial and commercial fields.

As an ENGINEERING ANALYST you have an uncommon opportunity to expose your talents — you start with major responsibility in the vital center of all the professional areas linked with your specialization. Working with recognized experts you will receive comprehensive training in computer systems and programming — you will participate in important projects ranging from simulation of manufacturing operations through implementation of various mathematical models. You'll work in the stimulating professional atmosphere of one of the most advanced computer centers in the industry. Interested: Get full details from the Ashland Oil Representative.

INTERVIEWS ON CAMPUS TUESDAY & WEDNESDAY OCTOBER 22 & 23

For interview appointment call the placement office now! (campus bureau phone no.) (475-3471)

Ashland Oil offers a variety of growth-oriented opportunities in major professional areas, an outstanding advancement policy based on individual ability and an excellent salary and benefits package. Make your date with the Ashland Oil representative today. If unable to arrange an interview, write: Mr. G. F. Hilt, Personnel, Ashland Oil & Refining Company, 1409 Winchester Avenue, Ashland, Kentucky 41101.

Ashland
McCarthy Visit Opens Political Parade

The Minnesota Senator also took a shot at the Pentagon, saying that "everything the church (Roman Catholic) tried to give up at the Vatican Council, the Defense Department tried to take up. The Defense Department is conducting its own holy war." The draft system also received its turn on the chopping block. McCarthy said that he has raised questions about the draft act for the last nine months, because "we refuse to be rational about this." McCarthy's numerous barbs directed at President Johnson and the Administration drew bursts of applause from the crowd. He labeled the campaign a test of intellectual endurance and compared Gilligan's opponent, Ohio Atty. Gen. William Saxbe, to Minnesota governor Harold Stassen. Stassen was a liberal Republican we always said believed in the short rope philosophy," McCarthy declared. "If a man were drowning in the lake 20 feet from shore, Stassen would throw him a 15-foot rope and say, 'Well, at least I met him over half-way.'

Switching back to the Senate, McCarthy said that there is a lot of talk that the image of the Senate is no good. "I think that it deserves the image," McCarthy said, "They worked hard to get it there. It is one of the last primitive societies in the world, including bowing to your elders."

In closing, McCarthy again urged the students to vote and work for Gilligan's campaign, and thanked them for taking on adult responsibilities.

The McCarthy visit opened a parade of political figures that will hit Cincinnati between now and election day. In addition to Richard Nixon's Monday night visit to the Queen City, John Lindsay will be in town on Thursday, and Dr. Benjamin Spock will speak on campus on October 29.

A LAUGHING McCARTHY, the man who "made flowers popular again," places flower given by an admirer in his lapel. (NR photo by Branch Lospiech)

1969 ENGINEERING GRADUATES
Mechanical . Electronic . Electrical . Computer
RESERVE WEDNESDAY NOVEMBER 6
TO INVESTIGATE THE BROAD SPECTRUM OF POWER & PROCESS CONTROL

This is the date that you can "brainstorm" with our representative on your campus. Use this interview to find out what's new in your field of interest. Graduates starting with us in 1969 will be trained in activities they choose . . . engineering, sales, service, research, development, computer applications, and other challenging fields.

Use this time to learn how Bailey fits into the world of power & process control. Ask about Bailey 855 - The Process Control Computer. Learn what's new in the nuclear control field. Find out how Bailey equipment reduces operating costs, increases safety, and improves product quality or increases thru-put in electric generation stations, marine propulsion plants, paper and pulp mills, steel mills, chemical and petroleum plants, aerospace, and in many other industries. Learn how Bailey continues to set the pace in industrial automation.

Our representative looks forward to answering your questions. See your Placement Director to arrange an appointment.

Sail over the edge, past the rim of darkness, to where sounds blow free.

The STEVE MILLER BAND/SAILOR
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Bonfire Highlights Rally, Boost Homecoming Spirit

Color, beauty, and imagination will characterize Homecoming parade festivities on Wednesday, October 26. The annual pre-game parade, with Stew Allen as Grand Marshall, will dominate the morning’s festivities.

According to Kathy Emmons, Grand Marshall, will dominate the floats after the time to get back to their houses that it was the committee’s concern. Concerning the Andy Williams concert was over. He said that this year’s theme was rush. The fraternities usually start floats, however, has fallen significantly from twenty four to sixteen. Only nine sororities’ and seventeen original entries, are, in front, 1 to r. Beverly Elias, Judy Radcliffe, Annalene Bernstein, Kathy Bertke, Bonnie Salaman, and Mary Morgan. In descending order, are Lois Lamb, Linda Davidson, Pam Dixon, and Kathy Parchman.

Yoga

EVE~Y WEDNESDAY

Walking distance from campus
Hughes Corner
Clifton & McMillan
$2 PER SESSION

Bring Exercise Mat or Two Blankets
DOORS OPEN 3:45 AND CLOSE 4:15
SESSIONS from 4:15-5:45
CALL 793-3230

Spirit Rally

There will be a bonfire and pep rally tonight for the Homecoming Weekend, October 25 and 26. Activities begin at 9:00 p.m. with a parade leading from the top of Gym Road to the construction lot south of Daniel Hall. Cheerleaders and the Spirit Band will be on hand to lead the crowd in cheering the Bearcats on to a Homecoming victory for Saturday’s game with Tulsa.

Following the introduction of team members, Coach Homer Rice will give a speech. Then the giant bonfire will be lit, as the cheerleaders present more cheers. All students are urged to come to the pep rally to show the Bearcats that the student body is fully supporting them.

YOU ARE INVITED
To browse at Pages and Prints each week night.
PAGES & PRINTS
“The Renaissance Bookshop”
2622 Vine Street
(overlooking U.C.)

See

The MUSTANG by RAINFAIR
at Charles

The MUSTANG, spirited and sporty... the perfect description of RAINFAIR’S Koratron Mustang for the man in the popular “short” look. The permanently neat Mustang, in a blend of 50% Fortrel polyester, 50% combed cotton, in a 37 inch length, is tailored with notch lap, lay down collar, split shoulders and outside patch pockets with flag. Keeping warm is no problem with complementary zip-out liner of wool and mohair plaid. Dependable Scotchgard protects against rain and stain. Rainfair’s Mustang is available in Black, Bronzeine and British Tan.

$45.00

Yoga

Graceful, Glittering

bridal ensembles with sweeping curves illuminated with small diamonds. Beautifully matched and perfectly aligned so that the solitaire melds with the wedding ring, both sets have a charming aura of femininity.

Regular or extended charge accounts invited

Charles clothes

FREE PARKING AT CLIFTON PARKING LOT
161 W. MC MILLAN
Charge Accounts Invited
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Potent Offense Downs Wichita, Pate Ignites Cat Ground Attack

By Lew Moore

Led by a potently explosive second half offense and a tight defensive secondary, the Cincinnati Bearcats galloped to a 40-27 victory over Wichita State University on Saturday, October 15. Played in Wichita Veterans' Field, the game marked the initial Missouri Valley Conference tilt for both teams.

Lloyd Pate initiated play at quarterback for the Bearcats. A Troy Anderson kickoff from one yard deep in the end-zone and returned it to the Bearcat's 20. The first play from scrimmage saw the utilization of a new Bearcat play with quarterback Greg Cook pitching to Lloyd Pate who turned the left corner and swept to a quick and demoralizing first down gain.

Three plays later, Pate skipped to a 27-yard gain putting the ball on the Shockers' 29. After three unsuccessful attempts at first down, Jim O'Brien, who in the past has provided an invaluable toe to the Bearcat defense, failed to connect on an attempted field goal from 29 yards out.

Quarterback for the Bearcats then went to work taking advantage of the weak Bearcat defense. Lloyd Pate undoubtedly heard too much about. Although failing to strike paydirt, Pate did manage to work the ball to the 12 yard line of the Shockers. Troy Anderson's extra-point kick had no trouble finding the uprights.

UC then took over and drove 60 yards in five plays culminating in the first score of the game.

CINCINNATI SIGNAL CALLER Greg Cook discusses strategy with Coach Homer Rice during Saturday night's game against Wichita State. Coach Rice oriented the team's defense to a quick and demoralizing early in the third quarter.

In the second quarter, the Bearcats managed to break through for their second score. Lloyd Pate's fourth down attempt resulted in his third field goal of the evening from 29 yards out.

In the third quarter, the Bearcats put the game out of reach with a fourth down score. Bill Bradley also came into his own this year after a year of frustration. Bill Bradley also took advantage of the weak Bearcat defense.

The Bearcats defense turned the tables in the second half, running easy and cast their methodical defense. With riding high in the second half, the Bearcats capitalized on the miscue giving the Shockers one of their few chances to score on the evening.

In the 1968-69 season, the Bearcats set a school record for total offense. Among his other credentials was his third spot in the National rankings for total offense.

Rossley Sets New Mark

Once again Homer Rice's Bearcats used their most potent weapon to win their initial MVC contest again the Wichita Shockers last Saturday night.

Romp, strong defenses, shut-outs, accounted for the action in Wednesday night's game between the Bearcats and Wichita's Intramural Football League.

On October 16, all three League H's were decided. UC turned out to be shutouts. Phi Kappa Alpha extended its record to 2-0 with a shocking 3-0 victory over Sigma Phi Epsilon. Sigma Phi Epsilon was shut out twice this season, more than any other team. Phi Kappa Alpha Alpha and Sigma Phi Epsilon were held to shutouts as well.

In League IV games, Sammy's 12 point record held up for the Bulk. The Pikes combined a 16 point first half margin, and then a second half margin, which they shut them out by a 1-34 score.

Two of the four games in Phi Kappa Alpha's schedule resulted in shutouts also. The Fraternity scored easily and coasted on an 18-0 victory of Franciscan House. Phi Kappa Alpha Alpha rolled to a 3-0 triumph over Sigma Chi. Sigma Chi rolled out an interception and turned the game around. The Deltas then took the lead in their second four game. The Deltas' 19 point first half dominated their sport to a 25-0 white-washing of the Desparados, scoring its two touchdown wins in the first half and then setting its defense take over. Dubbs directed Lottie 12-0. Dubbs proved superior to a dodile offensive of the Bearcats. The two teams met for the first time.

In the last game of the season, the Bearcats were shut out by the University of Cincinnati. There was no doubt in anyone's mind as to who will reign champs in the Bearcats. They will have a hard time winning twenty games this year and there is no way in the world that they can escape the cellar. If they had been

There won't be much of a fight for that spot. The Celtics are the perennial champions, the Boston Celtics and the Philadelphia 76'ers but perennial champions, the Boston Celtics and the Philadelphia 76'ers but not for long. Terry Dischinger at the forwards give the Detroit squad four fine runners. There won't be much of a fight for that spot.

Iowa State and Fred Foster from Miami of Ohio along with a healthy Chamberlain deal, however, is the fact that Billy Cunningham will equalled by none in the league. With any kind of luck this year, the Celtics will be able to handle the backboards and starters but their combined ability will not be enough to make up for the deficiency at center and the Pistons as a result will finish behind the

As for that Western Division more will be said later. I don't think they will only exist in the cellar for a few years.

The Baltimore Bullets will fight it out for the final playoff spot. The Western Division will be decided by the Boston Celtics and the Philadelphia 76'ers but

For the first time in history, the Boston Celtics and the Philadelphia 76'ers but not for long. Terry Dischinger at the forwards give the Detroit squad four fine runners. There won't be much of a fight for that spot.

Iowa State and Fred Foster from Miami of Ohio along with a healthy Chamberlain deal, however, is the fact that Billy Cunningham will

Because of the lack of no other team to fill the vacancy. The Celtics are not for long. Terry Dischinger at the forwards give the Detroit squad four fine runners. There won't be much of a fight for that spot.

Iowa State and Fred Foster from Miami of Ohio along with a healthy Chamberlain deal, however, is the fact that Billy Cunningham will

In the 1968-69 season, the Bearcats set a school record for total offense. Among his other credentials was his third spot in the National rankings for total offense.

Shutouts Mark Intramural Football; Catholics Cross-Up League With Win

Greg Cook, Pate, and Tom Rossley teamed up in churning out 14-0 and 27-0 victories last Saturday night. Rossley moved the ball to the WSU 7 from the 39 yard line. Rossley turned the ball over to Duke Ricks, who in turn fumbled. Mark Pate added the extra-point.

Five minutes later, Cook lobbed the ball to University of Cincinnati right end Rossley who in turn fumbled. Mark Pate added the extra-point. The Bears could have easily beaten his defender. Of course, they are not very new to this second Bearcat score and his extra-point meant little as the Bearcats forced the Cats to a 4-0 shutout for the first of four Wichita touchdowns.

In the second quarter, the Bearcats exercised 13 plays traveling 60 yards and-John Taylor plunged over from the two with a touchdown and a successful run of 27 yards. Pate's extra-point failed and UC rested comfortably ahead with a 1-3 margin.

After the kickoff, and with the expiration of another 5 minutes, the Cats were down 7-0. RossleyMon brought the ball to the UC 3. Pate then faced the Cats for the first time in his career and Cairo had the ball. Rossley and Rossleyforged 27 yards for a touchdown and the Cats were ahead 7-3 in a score which traveled 12 yards in two plays.

In RossleyMon's third down try to pass, University of Kentucky's end passed over Rossley for the Cats. Rossley then caught two consecutive pass completions and Rossley produced a touchdown and collected six yards on both, the last resulting in a touchdown. With the Cats 14-0 ahead in the half, Greg Cook fumbled on a keeper and the Cats capitalized on the mishap giving the Shockers the first down.

In the second half, they were down 21-0. Rossley fumbled the ball and the Cats capitalized on the mishap giving the Shockers the first down.

In the 1968-69 season, the Bearcats set a school record for total offense. Among his other credentials was his third spot in the National rankings for total offense.

Rossley began getting the call on the third down. Unfortunately, University of Kentucky's end Rossley ran for 29 yards. RossleyMon ran for 10 yards and raced into the end-zone with RossleyMon where Jesse Taylor sidestepped the left corner and swept to the University of Kentucky's goal line. RossleyMon then added the extra-point. Rossley then caught two consecutive pass completions and Rossley produced a touchdown and collected six yards on both, the last resulting in a touchdown. With the Cats 14-0 ahead in the half, Greg Cook fumbled on a keeper and the Cats capitalized on the mishap giving the Shockers the first down. Rossley also fumbled the ball and the Cats capitalized on the mishap giving the Shockers the first down. Rossley also fumbled the ball and the Cats capitalized on the mishap giving the Shockers the first down. Rossley also fumbled the ball and the Cats capitalized on the mishap giving the Shockers the first down.

In the third quarter, Rossley ran for 29 yards and into the end-zone where Jesse Taylor sidestepped the left corner and swept to the University of Kentucky's goal line. RossleyMon then added the extra-point. Rossley then caught two consecutive pass completions and Rossley produced a touchdown and collected six yards on both, the last resulting in a touchdown. With the Cats 14-0 ahead in the half, Greg Cook fumbled on a keeper and the Cats capitalized on the mishap giving the Shockers the first down.

In the second half, they were down 21-0. Rossley fumbled the ball and University of Kentucky's end Rossley for the Cats. Rossley then caught two consecutive pass completions and Rossley produced a touchdown and collected six yards on both, the last resulting in a touchdown.
Runners Lose Stand At 5-3

On Saturday October 12, the UC cross-country team traveled to Muncie, Indiana to face Ball State University and Macouir University in a double duel meet. In facing these two teams UC faced its toughest competition. Ball State has one of the better teams in Indiana as well as having the home course advantage. Miami has won 34 consecutive meets and according to Coach Armour "have the best team in the nation, without a doubt." UC has never beaten either of these teams.

Miami captured the first five places against Cincy and won by the score of 15-43. The best finish for the Bearcats was by Terry Ball in a time of 26:05 over the five miles, ten yard distance. He was followed by Jean Ellis, Dave Idenic, Jim Slusher and Mike Rogers. These five finished within 28 seconds of each other.

In the other half of the meet Ball State chalked out a 27-30 victory. BSU took the first three places and by doing so clinched the University League winner. In facing Muncie, Indiana to face Ball State was the toughest competition. Ball State had the home course advantage. Miami has won five miles, ten yard distance. He accepted their medals in the normal manner, but in the Black Power salute instead.

With this, the U.S. Olympic Committee met, and sent Smith and Carlosmetics for home. Both of these actions were, in my opinion, wrong. The Olympics are not the place for domestic protest by Americans, by Russians, or any other people who want to plead their case before the world. The action of the Olympic Committee was swift and brutal and a bit imprudent.

True, the athletes were out of order, that was not the question. The quick trip home makes the U.S. look bad in that it now appears that America is against anyone, against any sport, and in the eyes of the world, this is badly after the disorders of the summer.

The Olympics have finally begun, and after all of the threats of boycott which we have heard, it seemed almost anti-climactic. Then, as things were settling down, the protest began. Everything seemed to be going well enough in the first few days, with Jimmy Hans winning the 100 metre dash, and even the much maligned U.S. basketball team winning several games. There were some upssets in some of the distance events, with Kenya's Kip Keino losing in the 10,000 metres.

All the way with O. J. should be the eye of all Southern Cal rooters again this year, as the Trojans seem well on their way to a second straight National Championship. O. J. Simpson is having an even better year than last season, which fell somewhere near spectacular. If he continues his ways, he will likely lead the nation in both rushing and scoring, as well as take the Heisman Award.

UC will be one of the first teams to play in Miami's new fieldhouse, which marks the first time in over a decade that a Bearcat team has traveled up the road to Oxford. The new fieldhouse takes the place of dingy, dank Withrow Court, where Miami had previously played, and it should be an improvement. However, it should take more than nice new fieldhouses to stop Coach Baker's 1968-69 Bearcats.

I don't want you to forget that the Cats are on the Cats, but with four starters returning from last season's squad, they should be tough.
COMING HOME JOHN!
ALL IS FORGIVEN!
MARY?

PPM Concert Next Saturday At Music Hall

Peter, Paul, and Mary, the most successful concert attraction of our times, will appear at Music Hall on Saturday, November 2, at 8:30 p.m.

Not only does the trio hold the all-time attendance record for Music Hall (1918), but in the past five years, each of their concerts has been a complete sellout.

But setting house records is nothing new to Peter, Paul, and Mary. They now hold virtually every house record in the U.S., and in the past several years have been establishing new ones in Europe, Australia and the Far East.

Yet despite this stunning success, their deep-rooted feeling that folk music is a "beautiful, emotional way to communicate one's love for people," remains the same as it was the night they opened seven years ago at the Bitter End.

Recording only when they want to say something, their total record output in the last six years consists of just seven record albums.

Tickets to the November 2 Peter, Paul, and Mary concert at Music Hall are priced at $3.00, $4.00, and $5.00, with all seats reserved. Mail orders for tickets are now being accepted by Community Ticket Office, 29 W., 4th Street, Cincinnati, Ohio, 45202.

GOOD TICKETS ARE STILL AVAILABLE AT THE MAIN DESK OF THE UNION FOR THE ANDY WILLIAMS—ROGER MILLER CONCERT THIS FRIDAY NIGHT.

Jonathan Summers, WSAI disc jockey and Miss "Barbarella" pose during the campaign held for the movie, "Barbarella," which is now showing at the Grand Theater.

B.M.O.C.

BIG MACHINE ON CAMPUS

You don't need a slide rule to figure the capabilities of the great new Olds 4-4-2. Check out the vital statistics and you'll see what we mean. 400 cu. in. displacement. 350 horsepower. 440 lb.-ft. torque. 4-barrel carb. And dual low-restriction exhaust.

And if it's the ultimate head-turner you're after, you can order your 4-4-2 with Force-Air Induction. (Better known as Dr. Oldsmobile's W-30 Machine.) So if you're planning an escape from the ordinary, why not make it big! Make it in a 1969 Olds 4-4-2.

Oldsmobile: Your escape from the ordinary.
Two Superb Vocalists At Corbett

Nancy Carr, nationally-praised soprano, will be presented in a special recital by UC's College-Conservatory of Music on Wednesday, October 23 at 8:30 p.m., in Corbett Auditorium. Miss Carr's program will include two arias from Vivaldi's opera "Ercole sul Terrnodonte," three songs by Beethoven from "Poems by Goethe," and songs by Purcell, J.S. Bach, Mozart, Schubert, three chansons from "Don Quichotte a Dulcinee" by Ravel and "Pilgrimage" by Carlisle Floyd. She has worked with such eminent conductors as Bruno Walter, Erich Leinsdorf and Pierre Monteaux. She was staff artist for seven years on radio station WGN in Chicago where she performed on the coast-to-coast "Theater of the Air" and her own program, "The Enchanted Hour." Miss Carr's program will include two arias from Vivaldi's opera "Ercole sul Terrnodonte," three songs by Beethoven from "Poems by Goethe," and songs by Purcell, Handel, Haydn and Thomas Brown. The recital will conclude with three songs by Mozart, and an aria and recitative from the "Marriage of Figaro." She will be accompanied at the piano by Marjorie Fryxell.

Gerald L. Phillips, baritone, student of Lucile V. Evans at UC's College-Conservatory of Music and candidate for the Master of Music degree, will give a graduate recital at the school's Recital Hall in Corbett Auditorium on Tuesday, October 22, at 7 p.m. His program will include works by J.S. Bach, Mozart, Schubert, three chansons from "Don Quichotte a Dulcinee" by Ravel and "Pilgrimage" by Carlisle Floyd. He will be assisted by Mason Robertson, piano and Adrian Green, oboe. The public is invited.

The 5 billion dollar corporation you probably never heard of.

Funny how big you can get and still remain virtually anonymous.

Someday we've managed to do it.

We're a group of over 60 companies, making everything from microwave integrated circuits to color television. And we rank number 9 in the top 500 corporations in the nation.

Pretty hot stuff for a nobody.

But though you may not recognize our name, maybe be the name Sylvania rings a bell.

It's one of our companies.

You may even live in one of our telephone company areas. We operate in 35 states. So here we are, 5 billion dollars strong, growing all over the place, and looking for engineers and scientists to grow with us.

Why don't you think we over with your Placement Director.

Incidentally, we're known in the communications field as General Telephone & Electronics.

Post.

Pass it on.
Pam Myers Will Play Lead In Mummers "Get Your Gun"

Pam Myers, well known to UC audiences for her memorable performance as Fanny Brice in Fanny Girl, has just been cast for the title role in Mummers Guild's upcoming production of Annie Get Your Gun. The show will be produced in Wilson Auditorium under the direction of Paul Ratlidge on November 14, 15, 16, and 17.

Pam performed aboard the Showboat Majestic this summer as Rosemary in Anything Goes. She also played in the Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra's production of the opera Houdet and Grett. She is a voice student of Helen Laird in CCM.

Playing opposite Pam in the role of Frank Butler will be Steve McRay. Playing the important role of Charlie Davenport will be Bernard Wurger. Bernie is presently a Rockefeller Scholar in the Masters Degree program in Theatre Arts. He is now appearing at the Playhouse in the Park in Saint Joan and will appear in a leading role in their next production of Comedy of Errors.

Students cast in other important roles include Peter Irwing as Mr. Wilson, Judy Cochill as Dolly, Tate, Wayne Lammers as Sitting Bull and Jeff Weggerloh as Buffalo Bill.

Annie Get Your Gun is being produced in cooperation with the Lucy Komer will create the choreography. THE TOPLESS WONDER GIVE-AWAY BEGINNETH From today until the polls close November 5th, all purchasers of books related to the election of any candidate will receive, FREE, their choice of a topless wonder or a semi-automatic, biridescent, tubuloidal communicator, with push-button control.